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Objective To present a case of complete functional recovery,
achieving pre-morbid levels of functioning, after sustaining a
severe v TBI (GCS: 8; PTA: 9 days) with neuro-radiological evi-
dence of grade II diffuse axonal injury.
Method A 32 year old, right handed manager of a shipping com-
pany was referred to our unit for neuro-rehabilitation following
a severe TBI in a road traffic accident (RTA), 13 days previously.
Within 24 hours post-TBI a brain CT Scan and a brain MRI T1,
T2, FLAIR and DWI sequences) at 2 weeks were performed.
The patient underwent full neuropsychological assessment,
14 weeks post-TBI, to evaluate his premorbid IQ using the Test
of Word Accentuation (Spanish) and the Vocabulary subtest of
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale III version (WAIS III). His
current IQ was assessed using the WAIS III full scale. The Barce-
lona Test – revised version assessed his language ability. Execu-
tive function was evaluated using the Stoop Test, Trail B and the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST). He was discharged with
out-patient follow-up 3 weeks after the RTA. Out-patient neuro-
psychiatric review took place at 6, 20 weeks post-TBI and by tel-
ephone at 6 months.
Results The patient made an excellent physical recovery with no
neurological focal signs detected on discharge. The initial brain
CT Scan was reported within normal range. Brain MRI (T2,
FLAIR, DWI) revealed bilateral frontal hyperintensities in sub-
cortical white matter, anterior splenium, posterior corpus cal-
losum (CC), left internal capsule extending to the cerebral
peduncle and left dorsolateral mescenphalon, compatible with
non-haemorrhagic diffuse axonal damage (grade II).Pre- morbid
IQ was estimated in the “above average” range. He scored in the
“high or superior” range in all the rest of the tests of current
cognitive performance (percentile range 77–96). Neuropsychiat-
ric assessment found no evidence of neuropsychiatric or behav-
ioural problems, only referring mild fatigue at 20 weeks follow-
up. He gradually returned to work and was working full time at
6 months follow-up, referring improvement in his fatigue.
Conclusions Complete recovery after grade II diffuse axonal
damage is achievable.
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Objective The objective assessment of socially inappropriate
behaviour in patients with frontotemporal lobar degeneration
(FTLD) is difficult and hampered by its elusive cognitive basis.
Neuropsychological tests of social cognition such as complex
theory- of-mind tasks are unlikely to be helpful for early differ-
ential diagnosis in the future, because patients with non-neuro-
logical disorders show impairments on these tasks and they are
confounded with general executive abilities. Here, we used a

newly developed test of the knowledge of the consequences of
social behaviour to investigate whether this can be impaired in
patients with FTLD relative to a previously developed test of
social conceptual knowledge.
Method We included 19 consecutive patients with features of
bvFTD or SD. Based on their background neuropsychological
tests and neuroimaging features, we classified patients into those
with primary neurodegeneration of the anterior temporal lobes
(ATL group, n=12), those with primary neurodegeneration out-
side the ATL (non-ATL group, n=5) and those with global
impairment or atrophy (n=2).
Results As predicted, we found conceptual knowledge of social
behaviour to be impaired in the primary ATL group whilst
knowledge of its long-term consequences was relatively pre-
served compared with the non-ATL group. In contrast, the non-
ATL group showed impaired performance on the task probing
knowledge of long-term consequences with relatively better con-
ceptual social knowledge compared with the ATL group.
Conclusions This shows that conceptual and sequential knowl-
edge of social behaviour are dissociable and are likely to inde-
pendently contribute to socially inappropriate behaviour. Short
versions of these social conceptual and sequential knowledge
tests are therefore promising tools for improvement of differen-
tial diagnosis when added to standard test batteries.
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Objective Adults with refractory epilepsy proposed for elective
ablative surgery have a high prevalence of interictal psychopa-
thology, mostly due to mood and anxiety disorders. Most studies
show post-surgical remission of depressive and anxiety symptoms
in a significant percentage of patients, although de novo psycho-
pathology after surgery has also been described: affective disor-
ders (4%–18.2% of the cases), anxiety disorders (7%–13%) and
psychotic symptoms (1%–5%). In the present study we assessed
the incidence of the novo psychopathology and the evolution of
pre-existing psychopathology in a sample of epilepsy patients
submitted to ablative surgery.
Method 13 consecutive adult patients with refractory epilepsy,
eligible for ablative surgical treatment, were assessed pre-opera-
tively (unstructured psychiatric interview and Mini International
Neuropsychiatric Interview) and on repeated occasions post-
operatively for a variable period of time.
Results We followed up 4 men and 9 women. Mean age at the
time of surgery was 40.7±3.7 years. We divided the post-surgi-
cal follow-up period in three phases: immediate (first 4 weeks),
intermediate (2–12 months) and late (>12 months). Psychopa-
thology was a frequent occurrence in the immediate (53.8% of
cases), intermediate (41.7%) and late (85.7%) post-operative
period. We found no association between pre-surgical psychopa-
thology and surgery outcome in terms of epilepsy remission.

We found an association between female gender and psycho-
pathology in the first year post-surgery (p=0.038; c2=4.29).
No gender effects were found in terms of pre-surgical psychopa-
thology or psychopathology in the immediate or late post-surgi-
cal period.
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